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The proof is in the pudding
Skidmore Dining Services’ chocolate chip cookies and — a newer favorite — its decadent malva pudding have garnered fame from across campus and beyond; what is their recipe for success? Passion, innovation, and — most of all — their emphasis on putting students front and center.
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        Mar21
Lecture
Dunkerley Dialogue with Yvette Molina and Adam…Tang Teaching Museum Payne: &nbsp;Join us Thursday, March 21, at 6 pm, for a Dunkerley Dialogue with artist Yvette Molina, whose work is on view in the exhibition Yvette Molina: A Promise to the…
Read More

Mar22
Performance - Music
"Salt" Micro-OperaZankel Music Center Helen Filene Ladd Concert Hall: <p style="boxsizing: inherit; margin: 0px 0px 1em; lineheight: 1.4285em; color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.87); fontfamily: applesystem,…
Read More

Mar23
Community
Henrietta Lacks Family DialoguePalamountain Hall Gannett Auditorium: <p style="boxsizing: borderbox; margin: 0px; padding: 0px 0px 1.25em; fontfamily: Arial, Helvetica, sansserif; fontsize: 14.285px;"><span…
Read More

Mar25
Lecture
Moseley LecturePALMTN Gannett Auditorium: <p class="MsoNormal"><span style="fontsize:10.0pt;msobidifontsize:11.0pt;…
Read More
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                           Scenes of campus life at Skidmore

                        

                     

                     
                        
                           Welcome, Skidmore 2028!

                           Admitted student programming
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                              Why Skidmore?

                              We're a dynamic community where Creative Thought Matters in every pursuit.

                              Our Difference

                           

                           
                              

                              Coming soon

                              A ground-breaking project and a holistic approach to student health and wellness.

                              Learn more

                           

                           
                              

                              Creative Thought Works

                              See how the liberal arts differentiate our alumni every day, in every field, around
                                 the world.

                              Grad Stories
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More news ->

	
The proof is in the pudding
Skidmore Dining Services’ chocolate chip cookies and — a newer favorite — its decadent malva pudding have garnered fame from across campus and beyond; what is their recipe for success? Passion, innovation, and — most of all — their emphasis on putting students front and center.


	
Skidmore’s Opportunity Program receives $5 million+ state grant
The New York state grant will continue the Opportunity Program's efforts to provide a high-quality liberal arts education to talented and motivated students who otherwise would be unable to attend the College.


	
Skidmore winter athletes named best in league 
Women’s basketball forward Julia Blanck ’24 is Liberty League’s Player of the Year and Defensive Player of the Year, while men’s ice hockey goalie Tate Brandon ‘24 is New England Hockey Conference Goaltender of the Year. The men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams set 19 program records. 







                  
                     
                        Creative
Thought
Matters

                     

                     
                        We believe that every life is made more profound with creativity at its core.
Read More

                  

               

               
               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  

                                     

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Curriculum

                                    Study what
speaks to you.

                                    No matter what discipline you pursue, you'll look at it from every angle, connecting
                                       different modes of thinking and unrelated ideas. Choose a major, combine interests,
                                       or forge your own path altogether.

                                    Our Liberal Arts

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                        
                        
                           
                              
                                  

                                     

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Campus

                                    Find yourself here.

                                    With award-winning dining and dorms, the perfect college town, and 1,000 acres of
                                       natural beauty – there’s a lot of ground to cover. But, like any home, our campus
                                       is both a comfortable place to return to and a launchpad for exploring the world around
                                       you.

                                    VIRTUAL TOUR

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                        
                           
                              
                                  

                                     

                                 

                              

                              
                                 
                                    Community

                                    Join a community of individuals.

                                    Welcome to a place thriving with individual expressions, and a unique setting where
                                       they all work together. With hundreds of student-run clubs, including dozens of sustainability,
                                       diversity, health, and wellness programs — you’re invited to explore your unexpected.

                                    Our traditions

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  

                  
                     
                        Show and tell

                        Student stories 

                        It's something we hear often: Students come to Skidmore to "do both." They want to
                           explore multiple passions – science and music, performance and politics. They seek
                           the freedom, encouragement, and support to explore, mix, match, add, and create. We
                           believe we offer all of this and more ... but we'll let them show and tell you themselves.

                        Read more
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                                 $56,700

                                 Average First-year Skidmore Grant

                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 44

                                 Majors

                              

                           

                            

                           
                              
                                 100+

                                 Clubs and Organizations

                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 8:1

                                 Student-faculty ratio
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815 North Broadway
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Main: 518-580-5000
Admissions:  800-867-6007

Contact Us

	
	
	
	




Latest News
The proof is in the pudding
March 19, 2024

LEGO executive shares corporate lessons, advice for supercharging creativity
March 13, 2024

Skidmore's Opportunity Program receives $5 million+ state grant
March 12, 2024
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